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Abstract The modulation by the Atlantic multidecadal
variability (AMV) of the dynamical climate response to a
Pinatubo-like eruption is investigated for the boreal winter season based on a suite of large ensemble experiments
using the CNRM-CM5 Coupled Global Circulation Model.
The volcanic eruption induces a strong reduction and retraction of the Hadley cell during 2 years following the eruption and independently of the phase of the AMV. The mean
extratropical westerly circulation simultaneously weakens
throughout the entire atmospheric column, except at polar
Northern latitudes where the zonal circulation is slightly
strengthened. Yet, there are no significant changes in the
modes of variability of the surface atmospheric circulation,
such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), in the first and
the second winters after the eruption. Significant modifications over the North Atlantic sector are only found during
the third winter. Using clustering techniques, we decompose
the atmospheric circulation into weather regimes and provide evidence for inhibition of the occurrence of negative
NAO-type circulation in response to volcanic forcing. This
forced signal is amplified in cold AMV conditions and is
related to sea ice/atmosphere feedbacks in the Arctic and
to tropical-extratropical teleconnections. Finally, we demonstrate that large ensembles of simulations are required
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to make volcanic fingerprints emerge from climate noise at
mid-latitudes. Using small size ensemble could easily lead to
misleading conclusions especially those related to the extratropical dynamics, and specifically the NAO.
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North Atlantic Oscillation · Atlantic multidecadal
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1 Introduction
Large volcanic eruptions impact the climate system through
the emission of sulphur compounds that can stay up to several years in the atmosphere if injected into the stratosphere.
These compounds are quickly oxidized into aerosols that
reduce the downward solar radiation flux leading to tropospheric cooling. Reversely, stratospheric warming occurs
through absorption of the upwelling longwave radiation
from the troposphere. The eruption of Mount Pinatubo on
the Philippine Island Luzon in 1991 is the last big volcanic
eruption to date and the associated global cooling at the
surface reached about − 0.5 °C whereas the stratospheric
warming exceeded + 1 °C during several months, with
regional anomalies exceeding + 3 °C (Labitzke and McCormick 1992).
Beyond the lifetime of the volcanic radiative forcing, the
persistent dynamical impacts on climate involve the ocean.
Recent investigations suggest that large eruptions may
drive part of the multi-decadal variability in the Atlantic
region through large-scale ocean circulation changes (Stenchikov et al. 2009; Ottera et al. 2010; Zanchettin et al. 2012;
Swingedouw et al. 2015). In the Pacific Ocean, proxy-based
studies indicate an increase in the probability of occurrence
of El Niño episodes during 1–2 years after large tropical
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volcanic eruptions (Adams et al. 2003; Emile-Geay et al.
2008). This response is less clear when assessed from climate models, whose responses to volcanic eruption are ranging from no change in El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
variability (Ding et al. 2014) to very clear evidences for
more El Niño events (Hirono 1988; Ohba et al. 2013; Maher
et al. 2015). Reconciliation is found in Pausata et al. (2016)
and Khodri et al. (2017), showing that the forced-impact
on ENSO variability greatly depends on the Pacific Ocean
initial state at the onset of the eruption.
At seasonal to intra-seasonal timescales, volcanic eruptions have been shown to affect the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO, Hurrell et al. 2003) in winter. Over the instrumental period (i.e. from 1850), Christiansen (2008) and
Driscoll et al. (2012) observed significant NAO+ phases
during the first winter after volcanic eruptions. Based on
longer observational datasets, Ortega et al. (2015) used
proxy data to reconstruct the NAO index over the last millennium and confirmed the enhanced probability for NAO+
but for the second winter and only for the largest volcanic
eruptions (11 eruptions in total, all 10 times stronger than
the Pinatubo eruption in terms of ejecta volume). Refining
these observational analysis, Swingedouw et al. (2017) also
found NAO+ signals, but for the three winters that follow
the eight major eruptions of the last millennium, all of them
being stronger than Pinatubo. Finally, using climate reconstructions over the last 500 years, Zanchettin et al. (2013a)
suggested that the NAO+ signal can persist beyond 3 years
and may be even strengthened at decadal timescale through
oceanic feedbacks. Collectively, all these studies are indicative of critical limitations in estimating with confidence,
from observation only, both timing and robustness of the
extratropical responses to volcanic eruptions. Lack of significance is associated with sampling issues with respect
to the large internal variability of the NAO. The number
of Pinatubo-like eruptions over the instrumental period is
very small and the last three biggest volcanic events (Agung,
1963; El Chichón, 1982; Pinatubo, 1991), for which data
are the most reliable, are relatively weak compared to the
much larger eruptions of the last millennium (Swingedouw
et al. 2017). Note also that these three eruptions occurred
during strong El Niño events (Robock 2000), which could
have blurred any potential volcanically-favored NAO signal.
It thus remains challenging to assess and understand the
mechanisms associated with the NAO forced-response to
volcanoes. Many studies have highlighted the role of the
stratosphere. In his review paper, Robock (2000) evoked the
volcanically-enhanced equator-to-pole temperature gradient
in the lower tropical stratosphere leading to stronger midlatitude westerly jets through thermal wind relationship. This
tends to reinforce the polar vortex favoring in fine NAO+
phases through stratosphere-troposphere coupling (Baldwin
and Dunkerton 2001). Stenchikov et al. (2002) suggested
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that the ozone depletion observed after the volcanic eruptions could further contribute to reinforce the polar vortex
and related NAO+. This study also highlighted that the volcanically-forced warming in the tropical stratosphere would
not impact the polar vortex directly, but rather through
changes of tropospheric wave activity. This process has been
discussed in Graf et al. (2007) and a more complete picture has been proposed recently by Toohey et al. (2014) and
Bittner et al. (2016a). Based on climate models, they showed
an equatorward deflation of the tropospheric waves related
to the strengthening of the stratospheric zonal circulation at
mid-latitudes following the volcanic eruptions. The polar
vortex is consequently less disturbed by tropospheric perturbations related to weather noise and is indirectly reinforced.
As an additional layer of complexity, the dependence of all
these processes to the phase of the Quasi-Biennal Oscillation has been also evoked (Stenchikov et al. 2004; Thomas
et al. 2009).
In the historical simulations from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP) archives (Taylor et al.
2012), there is no clear evidence for significant NAO+
signal for the winters following the five largest volcanic
eruptions since 1850, neither in CMIP3 (Stenchikov et al.
2006), nor in CMIP5 (Driscoll et al. 2012). Earlier studies (Shindell et al. 2004; Stenchikov et al. 2006) supported
the crucial role of stratospheric processes in the modulation
of the NAO response to volcanic forcing. These processes
are badly reproduced by climate models, even by high-top
models where the representation of the stratospheric variability is improved (e.g. Marshall et al. 2009; Charlton-Perez
et al. 2013). Toohey et al. (2014) highlighted that the model
NAO forced-response could be strongly dependent on the
space–time structure of the volcanic aerosol forcing. In
addition, very small signal-to-noise ratio may exist for the
NAO and, more broadly, for any extratropical dynamical
forced response to volcanic eruptions. Accordingly, Bittner
et al. (2016b) showed that a minimum of 40 members is
necessary to detect a statistically significant strengthening
of the polar vortex as a forced response to a Pinatubo-like
eruption during the first winter in the MPI-ESM-LR model.
Collectively, this succinct review shows that the response
of the extratropical dynamics to volcanic forcing is still an
open question.
Forecasting the climate response to volcanic eruptions is
even more complex in such a context, because of its probable
dependence on the mean background climate state and lowfrequency climate variability (Zanchettin et al. 2013b). The
Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV, Knight et al. 2005;
Sutton and Dong 2012; McCarthy et al. 2015) is the main
multidecadal phenomenon over a broad North Atlantic/European region; it significantly impacts surface temperature and
precipitation over the adjacent continents (Europe, e.g. Sutton and Dong 2012; North America, e.g. Gao et al. 2015;
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the Sahel, e.g. Dieppois et al. 2015). Warm phases of the
AMV have been highlighted to favor negative NAO conditions in winter (Sun et al. 2015a; Gastineau and Frankignoul
2015) either through stratospheric or tropospheric pathways
(Omrani et al. 2014; Ruprich-Robert et al. 2017, respectively). Yet, despite considerable progress, the drivers of the
AMV and associated teleconnections are not fully elucidated
and there is a large diversity in the simulation of multi-year
AMV-type variability in the CMIP5 models (Martin et al.
2014). Eruptions from El Chichón in 1982 and Pinatubo in
1991 occurred during a cold phase of the AMV, as opposed
to Agung eruption in 1963. Noteworthy, the first two winters
following Pinatubo and El Chichón last eruptions have been
followed by NAO+ whereas NAO− conditions prevailed
after Agung eruption (Driscoll et al. 2012). A legitimate
question to ask is to what extent the AMV phase has an
impact on the overall climate response to the eruptions.
Here, we tackle this key question through a modeling
strategy that consists in imposing a fictitious Pinatubo
eruption on top of two different AMV-related climate backgrounds extracted from a long control simulation of the
CNRM-CM5 coupled model. The details of the experimental setup are given in Sect. 2. Section 3 is devoted to the timing of the atmospheric changes at global scale in response
to the volcanic eruption. Section 4 focuses on the impact
on the atmospheric circulation over North Atlantic/Europe
region and analyses the forced response in terms of weather
regimes. Various physical hypotheses to explain the modulation of the changes by the AMV are proposed. Sampling
issues are finally discussed. The last section synthesizes the
results.
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The volcanic forcing comes from Ammann et al. (2007)
in both model versions; it is based on the alteration of the
zonally averaged aerosol optical thickness (AOT) at a specific stratospheric level and waveband at 550 nm. The Pinatubo forcing used in the following sensitivity experiments
is limited to the tropics during the first 6 months following
the eruption, with AOT values ranging between 0.2 and 0.3
(Fig. 1). Thereafter, the stratospheric aerosol load progressively increases at middle and high latitudes, with values
ranging between 0.1 and 0.2, and concurrently declines in
the Tropics. The AOT at high latitudes are greater than in the
tropical band from the second winter onwards and it comes
back to pre-eruption values after Year 3.
2.2 Sensitivity experiment and protocols
We use the CMIP5 850-year pre-industrial control simulation (piControl) of CNRM-CM5 and select two contrasted
AMV periods. Years 141 and 303 (stars in Fig. 2a) are the
most extreme years among these periods and serve as initial
conditions for the production of two 36-member ensembles
of 5-year simulations, hereafter referred to as A-warm and
A-cold, respectively. The perturbation for the ensemble generation is limited to the sole atmospheric initial state of the
first day integration while the initial conditions for all the
other model components are strictly identical. Among 36,
13 members have been extended up to 10 years. Two twin
ensemble experiments of same size (therein referred to as
PinA-warm and PinA-cold) are conducted with the inclusion of a fictitious eruption of Pinatubo in June of the first
year of the integration (see Table 1 for a summary of the
simulations).

2 Experimental setup
2.1 Model and volcanic forcing
CNRM-CM is the suite of Météo-France ocean–atmosphere
coupled model jointly developed by Centre National de
Recherches Météorologiques (CNRM) and Centre Européen
de Recherche et Formation en Calcul Scientifique (Cerfacs)
research groups. Its third version (CNRM-CM3) produced
a significant NAO+ signal for winters following the largest
eruptions of the last millennium (Swingedouw et al. 2017).
Here we use the fifth version of the model (CNRM-CM5,
Voldoire et al. 2013) in low-top configuration. The atmospheric component includes 31 levels with approximately
5 levels from the tropopause to 10 hPa, without any level
above the stratopause. The model biases in terms of atmospheric zonal circulation have been drastically reduced in
CNRM-CM5 with respect to CNRM-CM3 (see Fig. 5 in
Voldoire et al. 2013).

Fig. 1  Latitude-time aerosol optical thickness at 550 nm for the Pinatubo eruption based on the Ammann et al. (2007) reconstruction. The
eruption starts in June (red dash line) and vertical black bars position
the month of December of the first four winters after the eruption.
CNRM-CM5 includes this one wave band volcanic forcing at one
stratospheric level
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2  a Annual AMV index defined as the low-pass filtered NorthAtlantic SST index using a Lanczos filter (51 weights and a 25-year
cutoff period, see Ruprich-Robert and Cassou 2015), computed from
the CNRM-CM5 piControl run. The orange and green stars correspond to the years selected for the initialization of A-warm and

Table 1  Summary of the model
experiments

Experiment

Initial conditions

External forcing

# Ensemble

Duration (years)

piControl
A-cold
A-warm
PinA-cold
PinA-warm

Model spinup
Cold AMV (yr 303)
Warm AMV (yr 141)
Cold AMV(yr 303)
Warm AMV(yr 141)

Pre-industrial
Pre-industrial
Pre-industrial
Pre-industrial + Pinatubo AOT
Pre-industrial + Pinatubo AOT

1
36 (13)
36 (13)
36 (13)
36 (13)

850
5 (10)
5 (10)
5 (10)
5 (10)

The volcanic forcing induces a decrease of the downward
energy fluxes that reaches a maximum of 4 W m−2 6 months
after the eruption onset, both at the top of the atmosphere
and at the surface (Fig. 3a, b). The global net energy balance
of the atmosphere comes back to pre-eruption values around
2 years after the onset of the eruption.

13

A-cold ensemble experiments, respectively. b Annual AMV index for
13 members of A-warm (orange curves) and A-cold (green curves)
ensembles over 10 years. Ensemble means for A-warm and A-cold
are in black but in red and blue for PinA-warm and PinA-cold,
respectively

Figure 2b shows a significant initial value predictability of the AMV that persists in both ensembles for at least
10 years. A-cold and A-warm envelops formed by their
respective 13 members very rarely overlap and ensemble means are clearly disjoint. In both cases, the Pinatubo
eruption leads to surface cooling from Year 2 and its effect
persists up to 7-to-9 years; by then the ensemble means of
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Fig. 3  Energy balance (positive values orientated downward) at the
top of the atmosphere (a) and the surface (b). The 36 member spread
(minimum/maximum) appears in light blue and the member mean in
dark blue. The Pinatubo eruption is materialized by the vertical bar

perturbed experiments become undistinguishable from their
respective control ensembles. In the following we concentrate our study on the first three winters of the ensembles
corresponding to the timeslot over which the radiative volcanic forcing goes from maximum to pre-eruption values
(Fig. 1).
2.3 AMV fingerprint in CNRM‑CM5
Before evaluating the impact of the Pinatubo eruption and
its modulation by the AMV phase, multivariate AMV fingerprints of CNRM-CM5 are presented in Fig. 4. Differences between A-cold and A-warm ensembles for surface
temperature show a significant cooling over a large part of
the Northern Hemisphere; it is particularly pronounced over
the mid-to-high North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans
(Fig. 4a). North tropical basins tend to be colder as well
whereas positive SST anomalies, albeit weak, prevail in
the Southern Hemisphere (south of 20°S). Extreme cooling
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exceeding − 10 °C from Iceland to Spitsbergen are related
to a considerable increase of sea ice concentration in the
subarctic Seas and in particular in the Norwegian and the
Greenland Seas (Fig. 4b). Our results are consistent with
the model interpretations described in Knight et al. (2005).
The hemispheric imprint of the AMV in CNRM-CM5
is related to changes in meridional heat transport, especially in the North Atlantic through the alteration of the
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation that slackens
(increases) before cold (warm) AMV (Ruprich-Robert and
Cassou 2015).
Sea level pressure anomalies (SLP) are characterized
by a large-scale dipole over a longitudinally extended
domain from ~ 60°W to ~ 160°E, with positive values
over 10°N–70°N and negative values over 10°N–50°S,
while wave-train anomalies barely emerge over the Pacific
(Fig. 4c). In the North Atlantic sector, SLP changes correspond to a latitudinal tripole between subarctic seas and
the Azores; this does not project at all onto the NAO at
the surface. Presence of anomalous sea ice in the Nordic
Seas (Fig. 4b) is responsible for local positive SLP anomalies that break the basin scale structure of the canonical
NAO+ pattern which more clearly emerges in the free
atmosphere (Fig. 4d for geopotential at 500 hPa—Z500).
Z500 negative anomalies are also significant in the deep
tropical band (within 10°N–10°S) in link with overall cold
surface conditions there. Using observations and models,
Omrani et al. (2014) explained the relationship between
cold AMV and NAO+ conditions via stratospheric pathways leading to tropospheric changes. We do not expect
to reproduce such processes with our low-top model but
the AMV imprints in CNRM-CM5 show nevertheless
strong similarities with Omrani et al. (2014) patterns in
the troposphere.
When zonally averaged, the surface cooling (warming)
in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere extends up to the
tropopause, although decreasing with height (Fig. 4e). The
meridional temperature gradient is reinforced though the
entire atmospheric column in the Northern Hemisphere leading to poleward shift of the mean upper-level westerly jet at
mid-latitudes (Fig. 4f). The opposite is found in the Southern
Hemisphere with a significant decrease of the mean westerly
flow on the equatorward flank of the jet.

3 Global atmospheric forced response
to a Pinatubo‑like volcanic eruption
3.1 First winter
Figure 5 shows the Pinatubo-forced anomalies for zonally
averaged temperature and zonal wind simulated during the
first winter (DJFM) after the eruption for cold (a, b) and
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(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4  Differences averaged over the first three winters (DJFM)
between A-cold and A-warm ensemble means for surface temperature (°C, a), sea ice concentration (%, b), SLP (hPa, c), geopotential
height at 500 hPa (m, d), zonal mean of temperature (°C, e) and zonal
wind (m s−1, f, eastward positive). Dotted areas stand for signifi-
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(b)

cance at the 95% level assessed through bootstrap resampling of the
36-ensemble mean differences. Contours in e, f represent the climatology in the A-cold ensemble (solid line for temperature above 0 °C
and dashed for those below, solid line for westerly wind counted here
positive)
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(f)
95% level assessed through bootstrap resampling of the 36-ensemble
mean differences. Contours represent the climatology for the respective ensemble (solid line for temperature above 0 °C and dashed for
those below, solid line for westerly wind counted here positive). The
contours shown in e, f correspond to the climatology of the A-cold
ensemble
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warm (c, d) AMV conditions. The bottom panels (e, f) stand
for the differences between the two and should be interpreted as the modulation of the Pinatubo response by the
phase of the AMV. The volcanic forcing induces a significant warming of the tropical stratosphere with temperature
anomalies locally exceeding 3 °C regardless of the AMV
phases (Fig. 5a, c). Moderate stratospheric warming also
occurs in the Northern latitudes with temperature anomalies of around 1 °C whereas weak stratospheric cooling is
found in the high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. The
high latitude signals in both hemispheres are due to remote
dynamical response initiated in lower latitudes, since there
is no local forcing related to volcanic aerosols during the
first winter (Fig. 1). The Pinatubo eruption induces a general cooling of the troposphere, with values between − 1°
and − 0.5 °C in the equatorial and subtropical middle-toupper troposphere, and between − 0.5° and − 0.1 °C at midlatitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. These temperature
changes are consistent with the observations, both in the
stratosphere (Labitzk and McCormick 1992) and in the
troposphere (Robock and Mao 1995). Differences between
the temperature responses with respect to the phase of the
AMV are very weak and only limited to latitudes greater
than 40° (Fig. 5e). Polar (midlatitude) regions tend to cool
more (less) in cold versus warm AMV conditions leading to
a meridional temperature anomaly dipole between ~ 50° and
~ 80°. This structure is present in both hemispheres even if
maximum significance and vertical extension are found in
the southern one.
Consistently with the direct radiative tropospheric cooling that is more pronounced in the Tropics, and the related
reduction of the meridional mean temperature gradient,
the mean zonal circulation is considerably damped in both
AMV cases (Fig. 5b, d). More specifically, a significant
decrease is found from the core of the upper-level westerly
jets down to the surface in both hemispheres. This contrasts
with enhanced values in the equatorial flank of the jets,
especially in the Northern Hemisphere; such a latitudinal
dipole is suggestive of a contraction of the Hadley circulation. In the stratosphere, the meridional temperature gradient is also reduced, as warming is more pronounced over
the cold climatological core in the tropical low stratosphere
(Fig. 5a, c). This leads to a weakening of the thermallydriven jets at mid-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. A
moderate acceleration of the westerly circulation is found
between 10 and 100 hPa in the northern hemisphere high
latitudes (Fig. 5b, d, ~ 1 m s−1), consistently with the local
increase of the temperature meridional gradient at ~ 70 hPa
between 60°N and 90°N (Fig. 5a, c); this is indicative of a
reinforcement of the polar vortex. We recall here that caution should be used when interpreting stratospheric signals
because of the coarse vertical resolution above the tropopause in the low-top version of CNRM-CM5. Differences
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between the zonal wind responses to a Pinatubo eruption in
cold versus warm AMV ensembles are marginal (Fig. 5f).
The only significant impact of the AMV is found in the
upper-troposphere, where the equatorial flank of the jets
is more reduced in case of cold versus warm AMV conditions, a difference more pronounced in the Northern
Hemisphere.
Weakening of the mid-latitude jet streams on their polar
flank and concurrent equatorward shift correspond to a
mean circulation that is not favourable to NAO+ conditions (Tanaka and Tokinaga 2002; Scaife et al. 2005). Nevertheless, a change of zonal circulation in the polar stratosphere is not a sufficient condition to affect the NAO at
the surface (Bittner et al. 2016b). Downward stratospheric
forcing can be too weak to be detectable in presence of
very large internal variability (Bittner et al. 2016b) or too
confined in the high latitudes (north of 60°N) to affect the
intrinsic modes of the large-scale North Atlantic atmospheric variability, as suggested in Barnes et al. (2016),
Zambri and Robock (2016) and found in our case with
CNRM-CM5.
3.2 Third winter
In the following, we directly jump to the description of
the third winter since the zonal response in Year 2 is very
similar to Year 1, albeit weakened (not shown). In DJFM
of Year 3, there is no direct radiative forcing from volcanic
particles in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1), and only
indirect effects associated with atmosphere/surface coupling can explain the volcanic-forced response depicted
below. The stratospheric warming disappears but the tropospheric cooling remains strong and statistically significant
in the order of − 0.5 °C in both AMV conditions (Fig. 6a,
c). This is particularly true in the Tropics and the temperature meridional gradient is still reduced in the upper
troposphere inducing a strong weakening of the equatorward flank of the jets (− 1 to − 3 m s−1) in both hemispheres (Fig. 6b, d). Closer to the surface, cooling of about
− 1 °C occurs at polar latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere
(north of 60°N, below ~ 700 hPa) leading to increased lowlevel meridional gradient between mid and high latitudes
(Fig. 6a, c) and enhanced zonal circulation, albeit not significant, between 40°N and 60°N on the polar side of the jet
(Fig. 6bd). The sole AMV-attributable modulation of the
volcanic-forced response is found for the westerly circulation between 20° and 40° of latitude in both hemispheres
(Fig. 6f). When the AMV is cold, the weakening of the subtropical jets is much more pronounced and extends down
to the surface (Fig. 6b), whereas it is rather confined to the
deep Tropics and upper-level troposphere/low stratosphere
in the warm phase of the AMV (Fig. 6d).
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Fig. 6  Same as Fig. 5, but for the third boreal winter after the volcanic eruption

Zonal means, which are relevant to assess changes in
global equilibria, can hide more pronounced basin-scale
signals due to local feedbacks and/or particular geometry of

the climatological dynamics. The sensitivity of the volcanicforced response to the phase of the AMV is now investigated
regionally over the North Atlantic sector.
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Fig. 7  Centroids of the five wintertime North Atlantic weather ▸
regimes obtained from daily anomalous mean sea level pressure maps
from piControl. Each percentage corresponds to the mean occurrence
of the regime computed over 850 years. Contour interval is 2 hPa
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(a)

4 Wintertime North Atlantic atmospheric forced
response to a Pinatubo‑like eruption
4.1 Weather regimes
The modulation of the Pinatubo-forced atmospheric response
by the AMV is assessed over the North Atlantic sector
through the weather regime paradigm (Vautard 1990). Based
on clustering techniques, weather regimes (WRs) can be
viewed as the preferential states of the atmospheric circulation on a daily basis and the day-to-day meteorological fluctuations can be interpreted in terms of temporal transitions
between regimes. We use wintertime daily sea-level pressure
maps from the 850-yr piControl experiment and perform a
regime decomposition based on the k-means algorithm. The
most robust partition following Michelangeli et al. (1995)
criteria to evaluate the significance of the decomposition, is
obtained for k = 5 in CNRM-CM5 as opposed to k = 4 in the
observations (the reader is invited to refer to Cassou 2008
for a complete description of the regime determination).
The positive and negative NAO regimes, also referred to as
Zonal and Greenland Anticyclone circulations respectively,
are relatively well-represented in the model, although too
spatially symmetrical compared to observations (Fig. 7a,
b). The Blocking (BL) and Atlantic ridge (AR) regimes are
also relatively well-captured (Fig. 7c, d). The fifth weather
regime is characterized by negative SLP anomalies over
the UK (Fig. 7e). It projects upon the negative phase of
the East Atlantic Pattern and will be termed accordingly
by EA−. The presence of EA− is associated with climatological biases in CNRM-CM5, which tends to simulate too
zonal and eastward-displaced storm-track/upper-level jet off
Western Europe (see Voldoire et al. 2013, their Fig.3). The
Pinatubo-forced signal and its modulation by the AMV are
investigated here on an interannual basis through changes
in the distribution of the WR occurrences computed separately for each member and each ensemble. Technically,
daily anomalous sea level pressure maps for the winter season only (1st Dec. to 31st Mar.) are first projected onto the
5 WR centroids and then attributed to the closest one based
on Euclidian distances. This operation is repeated for the 36
members and statistics are built per winter for the A-cold
and A-warm ensembles and their respective PinA-cold and
PinA-warm perturbed ones, all taken individually.
The volcanic forcing does not induce any significant
change in WRs occurrences in Winter 1 and Winter 2 as
further commented in Sect. 4.4. Significant alteration is
only found during the third winter and only for cold AMV
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Fig. 8  Number of day statistics of each of the five weather regimes
and for each ensemble for cold (a) and warm (b) AMV conditions.
Results for A-cold and A-warm are in white while PinA-cold and
PinA-warm are in red when the difference between their respective control simulations is significant at the 99% confidence level
assessed through bootstrap resampling, blue otherwise. Large cir-

cles and horizontal bolt lines stand for the mean and median of the
WR distribution. The box plots show the first and the third quartiles
(Q1 and Q3), the whiskers the quantiles Q1–1.5 × (Q3 − Q1) and
Q3 + 1.5 × (Q3 − Q1), whereas small circles are considered as outliers
of the distribution

conditions (Fig. 8). There is a drastic decrease in the occurrence of the NAO− regime dropping from 23 to 15 days
(~ − 35%) on average over the 36 members. This reduction
is compensated by a slight increase of occurrence of the
four other regimes. This NAO− signal is highly significant
(p-value = 0.006) whereas the modifications for the others
are not (p-values higher than 0.1). In warm AMV conditions, the average number of NAO− days is marginally
affected by the volcanic forcing, going from 24 to 22 days
on average (p-value = 0.19), but none of the WRs change
is detectable (signals smaller than 2 days and p-values
greater than ~ 0.2). It is interesting to stress out here that
changes in NAO− WR statistics are not compensated by
any significant modification of NAO+. This is suggestive
of an asymmetrical response of the NAO to the volcanic
forcing. We computed a traditional NAO index based on
Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF) and found positive
values in Winter 3 but only significant at the 80% level
of confidence (not shown). This confirms the added value
of regime approaches versus linear techniques assuming
symmetry and orthogonality of the modes of variability.
We got similar findings when projecting modeled outputs
onto observed WR centroids instead of modeled ones
(not shown). This suggests that the NAO signal detected
is not depending on the model NAO centroid biases. The
physical causes of the NAO− decrease in Winter 3 during cold AMV in response to the volcanic forcing is now
investigated.

4.2 Tropical teleconnection
When the AMV is cold, the deficit of NAO− WR during
the third winter after a Pinatubo-like eruption is in fact the
regional signature of a broader large-scale modification of
the atmospheric circulation (Fig. 9a). Subtropical highs are
reinforced in both the North Pacific and the North Atlantic
and form a connecting V-shape pattern. At high latitudes,
Aleutian and Icelandic Lows are more pronounced. In the
Tropics, a seesaw pattern is found between the Eastern and
Western Pacific basins, with some extension over the Indian
Ocean. This is typical for La Niña teleconnections in relation
with enhanced Walker cell circulation (Bjerknes 1969; Trenberth et al. 1998) as confirmed in Fig. 9b, which shows the
2-m temperature (SAT) forced-response for the cold AMV
conditions. Strong cooling is found along a wide Pacific
cold tongue but also in the other tropical basins to a lesser
extent. This is consistent with the negative temperature
anomalies over the entire troposphere during the third winter after the eruption as detailed earlier in Sect. 3.2 (Fig. 6a).
In the Southern Hemisphere, zonal anomalies project onto
the positive phase of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM)
in coherence with La Niña forcing (Cai and Rensch 2013).
The direct forcing of the volcanic aerosols become negligible in Year 3 (Fig. 1) and therefore the tropospheric and
surface cooling in the Tropics should be interpreted at this
time as the result of the ocean memory of the radiative deficit of the previous 2 years and notably as a dynamical effect
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(a)
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Fig. 9  Same as Fig. 6 but for Sea Level pressure anomalies (hPa, a, c, e) and 2-m temperature anomalies (°C, b, d, f) modeled the third boreal
winter after the volcanic eruption

due to La Niña as we shall describe in the following. The
ENSO response to volcanic forcing is complex but there is
an emerging consensus that El Niño events are favored during the first and even more likely the second year after the
volcanic eruption (e.g. Swingedouw et al. 2017; Khodri et al.
2017). According to Maher et al. (2015), such a dynamical
response of ENSO can be explained through the dampening of the trade winds, consistent with the contraction of
the Hadley cell, which we accordingly simulated in our
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model (Fig. 6). Figure 10 shows the relative SST anomalies
(SSTA) over the Niño 3.4 region that is defined in Khodri
et al. (2017) as the difference between SSTA over the Niño
3.4 region and the SSTA averaged over the entire tropical
band (20°S–20°N). This allows an assessment of ENSO in
presence of overall cooling due to radiative volcanic-forced
effect. The A-cold experiment has been initialized during
an El Niño event and produces a La Niña episode in Year
1, then followed by weak warm ENSO events on average in
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(b)

Fig. 10  SSTA index simulated under cold (a) and warm (b) AMV
conditions. Following Khodri et al. (2017), the SSTA index is defined
as the relative SST anomaly over the Niño 3.4 region (5°S–5°N;
170°W–120°W) with respect to the SST anomaly over the tropical ocean belt (20°S–20°N). The time series are filtered out with a
3-month running mean. In the Niño 3.4 region, El Niño (la Niña)

events are defined when the temperature anomaly exceeds (−) 0.5 °C
during more than 3 consecutive months. Purple triangles pointed
down appear for the significance assessed trough bootstrap resampling of the 36-ensemble mean differences between the control (black
line) and the Pinatubo (blue line) experiments

Year 2 and 3, albeit not significant. The Pinatubo eruption
diminishes a bit the strength of the La Niña event in Year
1, but considerably reinforces the following warm ENSO
episode in Year 2. El Niño events are likely to be followed
by La Niña conditions (e.g. Bjerknes 1966, 1969; Cane and
Zebiak 1985; Dinezio et al. 2017) and this pendular behavior
is exacerbated here for Year 3 in the PinA-cold ensembles.
When the AMV is warm, the changes in circulation in
Winter 3 are considerably smaller. Although present, the La
Niña response is less pronounced and the associated teleconnections are almost inexistent in both the tropics and the
mid-latitudes whatever the hemisphere (Fig. 9c, d). A-Warm
ensembles have been initialized in ENSO neutral phase
(Fig. 10b). Accordingly, there is no alternation between La
Niña and El Niño events in Year 1 and Year 2, respectively.
Yet, it is noteworthy that La Niña conditions prevail in Year
3 in PinA-warm like in PinA-cold.
The difference between the two responses with respect to
the phase of the AMV is given in Fig. 9e, f for SLP and SAT,
respectively. In the Northern Hemisphere, it is dominated by
a wave train pattern that originates in the Caribbean and ends
around the Arabic peninsula; this wave train almost extends
along a great circle with maximum cores of opposite signs
over the Azores and Europe. This structure is reminiscent
of a forced Rossby wave arising from the western tropical
Atlantic/Eastern Pacific Warm Pool (EPWP) region in link
to local colder anomalies, as shown in Fig. 9f. It is consistent
with Terray and Cassou (2002, their Fig. 10) findings and
also Cassou et al. (2004, their Fig. 8) who provided evidence
that cold conditions over a broad tropical western Atlantic

sector diminish local diabatic heating and inhibit in fine the
excitation of NAO− regimes. In addition, overall enhanced
sensitivity to volcanic forcing in the cold AMV ensemble
can be associated with the change in the mean climate background state as illustrated in Fig. 4 and in particular to the
modification of the mean meridional temperature gradient as
well as the general tropical cooling that affects the convection and the strength of the Walker cell (Bony et al. 2015).
SAT anomalies are much more negative in cold AMV phase
and leads to stronger teleconnection originating from the
Indo-Pacific region, especially in the Southern Hemisphere.
Finally, it is interesting to note that significant high pressure anomalies are found in the cold AMV case in the Barents Sea and western Siberia as well as in the Labrador Sea
(Fig. 9a). This is precisely the region where mean sea ice
cover greatly differs between the two phases of the AMV.
The sensitivity of the Pinatubo-forced response to sea ice
conditions is investigated below.
4.3 Sea ice anomalies
Change in sea ice concentration is a potential driver for the
alteration of the wintertime circulation at mid-latitudes.
Several studies (Peings and Magnusdottir 2014; Harvey
et al. 2014, 2015; Sun et al. 2015b; Deser et al. 2016) suggested that reduced sea ice cover in the Arctic would induce
a slackening of the mean zonal circulation, with an eventual
lag of 1–3 months and would favor NAO− conditions over
the North Atlantic (Oudar et al. 2017). In our experiments,
sea ice increases in the Arctic in response to the Pinatubo
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11  Difference between PinA-cold and A-cold (a) and PinAwarm and A-warm (b) ensemble means for sea ice concentration
anomalies (shading, %) during the third autumn (October–November) following a Pinatubo eruption. Dotted areas stand for significance at the 95% level assessed through bootstrap resampling of the

36-ensemble mean differences. Contours stand for climatological
50% and 90% levels for the A-cold (a) and A-warm ensemble (b).
Areas located south of the red contours in (a) show the regions where
the increase of sea ice is stronger in cold versus warm AMV conditions

eruption and reaches its maximum value in Year 3 independently of the phase of the AMV (not shown). In autumn of
that year, sea ice dramatically grows southward from the
Arctic, with anomalies varying between + 10 and + 25% in
the Northern Pacific and in the Northern Atlantic subarctic
basins (Fig. 11a, b). This signal, persisting from the autumn
to the winter, clearly explains the tropospheric cooling simulated in the Northern high latitudes (Fig. 6a, c). The southward extension of the sea-ice is more pronounced in cold
versus warm AMV conditions (Fig. 11a, red line), inducing
a stronger cooling between 40°N and 60°N in the case of the
cold AMV situation with respect to the warm AMV situation (Fig. 6e). On the contrary, the cooling modeled between
60°N and 90°N is more pronounced in the case of the warm
situation (Fig. 6e). These differences of zonal mean temperature have to be considered carefully since they are not significant and may not describe correctly the regional impacts
of Arctic sea-ice.
To gain insight into the potential role of the Arctic in
the greater inhibition of the NAO− regimes in cold AMV
conditions in response to volcanic forcing, we investigate
the model NAO intrinsic sensitivity to the variability
in Arctic sea ice extent (SIE) from the 850-year control

simulation. SIE values are binned in quantiles and the
corresponding mean occurrences for NAO− regimes are
computed. Because we want to evaluate the forcing role of
SIE onto North Atlantic atmospheric dynamics, a 2-month
lag is introduced and Fig. 12 presents the relationship
between October–November (ON) SIE and the following
wintertime NAO− regimes for piControl (grey dots) and
the four ensembles (stars) for the third winter after the
eruption. From this figure, we can see that, in CNRMCM5, autumn SIE in the Arctic can be interpreted as one
of the predictors for NAO− occurrence (about ~ 20% of
explained variance). Despite considerable spread, positive
SIE anomalies tend to inhibit the next wintertime excitation of NAO− (lower right quadrant) in line with the conclusions of Oudar et al. (2017). In our Pinatubo sensitivity
experiments, cooling leads to SIE increase in the Arctic,
which indirectly disfavors NAO− occurrence in both AMV
phases. However, it is interesting to stress out that autumn
SIE in the PinA-cold ensemble corresponds to record high
values (blue stars) that are not “compatible” with internal
variability assessed in piControl. We suspect that these
extreme SIE conditions in the Arctic could partly explain
the large deficit of NAO− days in PinA-cold. The fact that
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Fig. 12  Relationship between Winter NAO− occurrence and Arctic
autumn SIE. SIE from piControl are binned into 24 quantiles (grey
dots) to include a number of samples that is comparable with the size
of the ensemble experiments (36 members) whose ensemble means
are represented by the stars (green for A-cold, blue for PinA-cold,
red for A-warm and orange for PinA-warm). The average number of
NAO− per quantile is given by the grey dots. A simple regression
line is added and the correlation r is shown in the right upper-side of
each panel. The 5% and 95% lower and upper confidence bounds for
r are given in brackets based on the generation of 5000 bootstrap data
samples following (Mudelsee 2014). When the confidence interval
excludes 0, the null hypothesis r = 0 is rejected at a 95% level

the decrease of the NAO− occurrence is more pronounced
in cold versus warm AMV experiments would rely on
polar amplification mechanisms acting when extreme
values of SIE are present, and in particular in a “neverhappened” situation such as produced in PinA-cold. This
non-linear hypothesis is impossible to be confirmed from
solely control experiments and would require dedicated
sensitivity ensemble.
4.4 Statistical significance and sampling issues
We have shown that the signal-to-noise ratio related to the
volcanic forcing on the extratropical circulation is low in
the model (Fig. 6). The statistical robustness of changes
in NAO WR occurrence is now evaluated as a function of
the ensemble size for the first and third winters (Figs. 13,
14, respectively). To do so, a bootstrap resampling (200
times with replacement) of the members is applied and
the envelope built from the grey curves represents the
possible outcomes for the difference of NAO WR occurrence between PinA-cold (eventually PinA-warm) and

1877

A-cold (eventually A-warm) as a function of the size of
the ensembles (left panels). The green curve stands for the
mean of the grey curves and the blue curve represents the
actual changes going incrementally from 2 to 36 members.
By construction, blue and green curves eventually converge. To draw firm conclusions about the significance of
the WR changes, the p-value of the difference is provided
as well as an objective evaluation of the power of the test
that has been used to compute this p-value (right panels),
here based on bootstrap resampling (10,000 times with
replacement) of N members available (x-axis). The blue
curve provides the p-value computed by using members
going incrementally from 2 to 36. The grey curves show
p-values computed with samples of N members from a
bootstrap resampling (200 times with replacements) of the
whole set of 36 members, on which we apply the abovedescribed statistical test. The power of the test is defined
as the probability that the test gives a p-value below the
0.05 threshold (level chosen classically for significance).
Siegert et al. (2017) point out that a power of the test
higher than 80% should be required to prove that a result
is effectively significant in climate forecast verification, as
it is commonly admitted in medical sciences.
Based on 36 members, we provide evidence that there
is no NAO response in CNRM-CM5 during the first winter
after the volcanic eruption (Fig. 13). Interestingly, misleading and non-robust conclusions could have been drawn
if the ensemble size had been between 6 and 10 members.
The blue curve for NAO− then shows enhanced occurrence by around 10 days (Fig. 13a) that is partly compensated with NAO+ deficit (Fig. 13b) for such a size of the
ensembles. We could even have had some confidence in
the significance of the NAO− WR changes since the corresponding p-value was close to 0.05. Nevertheless, the
power of the test never exceeds 10% and does not increase
with the ensemble size, both for NAO+ and NAO− WRs.
Therefore, based on CNRM-CM5, we conclude that first
year NAO signals can be obtained by pure chance if the
ensemble size is too small and the significance not thoroughly tested.
As documented above, the strongest signal that
we obtained in response to volcanic eruption is for
NAO− during the third winter. Figure 14a, b confirms that
the NAO− deficit in AMV cold conditions is very robust
with a p-value reaching 0.006 and a power of the test that
constantly increases with the ensemble size and reaches
80% with 36 members. In the warm AMV conditions, the
NAO− deficit is smaller and less significant with a p-value
equal to 0.19 with 36 members and a power that barely
reaches ~ 20% (Fig. 14c, d). Note though that the p-values
are decreasing and the power is slightly increasing with the
number of members so that we may eventually expect this
NAO− signal to become significant for a larger ensemble
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Fig. 13  Difference of NAO− (a) and NAO+ (c) WR occurrence
between PinA-cold and A-cold ensemble means computed as a function of the number of members of the ensembles for the first winter.
The blue curve represents the incremental actual values going from
2 to 36 members and the grey curves stand for randomly selected
members among 36 based on bootstrapping (200 times with replacements). The green curve is the mean of the resampled members. Cor-

responding p-value for NAO− (b) and NAO+ (d) signals computed
from bootstrap resampling of the difference of the WR occurrences.
Computation is done from 5 to 36 members. The red curve shows the
power of the test that corresponds to the percentage of tests that reach
a significant WR change at the 95% confidence level (black dashed
line horizontal)

size. Figure 14 thus confirms the modulation of the AMV
on the volcanic-forced response of the atmospheric circulation over the North Atlantic/Europe domain. But overall,
these tests objectively illustrate the very weak signal-tonoise ratio in our ensembles, which can render signals
significant although they are definitely not robust if the
ensembles size is not large enough.

has been presented for the winter season and our results can
be synthesized as follows.
The radiative forcing of a Pinatubo-like eruption has a
strong climate signature during the first winter. A significant
thermodynamical cooling is found in the tropics leading to
dynamical imprints at middle-to-high latitudes through a
pronounced slackening of the Hadley cell. This signal is
related to a general decrease of the meridional temperature
gradient leading to a global weakening of the mean westerlies circulation throughout the entire atmospheric column.
Jets are equatorward shifted and the sole increase of zonal
wind, albeit barely significant, is found north of 60°N, both
at low level and in the stratosphere. All these responses
are not conditional to the AMV phase, which solely and
marginally modulates the level of decrease of the westerly

5 Summary and discussion
A comprehensive study has been conducted using the
CNRM-CM5 model to investigate the dynamical response
of the climate to a Pinatubo-like eruption and its modulation
by the phase of the AMV. The timing of the forced signals
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Fig. 14  Same as Fig. 9, but for the NAO− weather regime during the third winter after the eruption in cold (a, b) and warm (c, d) AMV conditions

circulation. Diagnostics based on weather regimes do not
show any significant changes in the atmospheric circulation
over the North Atlantic region the first winter after a volcanic eruption. This is consistent with Barnes et al. (2016)
and Zambri and Robock (2016), who suggest that the volcanic imprint on the atmosphere does not project necessarily
onto the natural modes of variability, even with the presence
of a “winter warming” observed in Northern Europe after
volcanic eruptions. It is also consistent with recent modeling
studies providing consensual evidence that volcanic-forced
NAO signal may not be that robust (Toohey et al. 2014;
Bittner et al. 2016b). Following Zanchettin et al. (2012)’s
recommendation to interpret changes within a probabilistic
rather than deterministic approach, we show here that (i) a
small ensemble size could lead to misleading conclusions
because of very weak signal-to-noise ratio and (ii) statistical significance should be carefully evaluated. In line with
Bittner et al. (2016b), we confirm that large ensembles are
needed.

Over the North Atlantic, the most prominent response
to a Pinatubo-eruption is found during the third winter in
CNRM-CM5. Results show a decrease in the probability of
occurrence of NAO− regimes, and cold AMV conditions
further amplify this NAO− deficit. Such a response is not
directly due to the volcanic radiative forcing that is almost
gone at that time; it is related instead to the delayed influence of the ocean-sea ice system, which has integrated the
volcanic-induced energy deficit at the surface. In our model,
we show that the NAO− deficit is related to (i) tropicalextratropical teleconnection and (ii) feedback between Arctic
SIE and North Atlantic atmospheric dynamics.
More specifically, la Niña-like conditions tend to emerge
in Year 3 in response to volcanic forcing. Recent papers
based on modeling approaches suggest that El Niño events
are favored in Year 1 or 2. The pendular tendency for ENSO
would then explain the La Niña event that we detect in Year
3 in our sensitivity experiment. Cold ENSO events have been
shown in the literature to favor NAO+ circulation, which
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is “translated” here into NAO− deficit within the weather
regime paradigm. This interpretation is particularly relevant
to investigate the impact of the volcanoes over Europe since
each regime is associated with specific temperature and rainfall extreme events (Slonosky and Yiou 2001). The fact that
NAO− is inhibited would thus reduce the risk of cold waves
to happen during the third winter after the eruption.
In addition, anomalously high SIE in autumn of Year 3 in
the Arctic is hypothesized to act as an inhibitor of NAO−.
This intrinsic relationship has been evidenced in our model
with a 850 year experiment. The fact that La Niña conditions
are stronger in AMV cold conditions and that SIE anomalies
concurrently reach record-high values possibly explains the
amplification of the NAO− reduction when the volcanoes
erupt in cold versus warm AMV phase. The non-linearity
would come from sea ice-atmosphere interaction and from
diabatic heating and convection anomalies at the origin of
tropical-extratropical teleconnection, which are both well
known to be dependent on mean background state. Even for
Year 3 where the forced-signal is the strongest in the North
Atlantic, it is worth mentioning again that a minimum of 36
members is required to be fully confident on the dynamical
response (p-value < 0.05 and power of test higher than 80%).
This further confirms the low signal-to-noise level in the
extratropical dynamics.
Limitation of our study may rely on the use of the lowtop configuration of CNRM-CM5, which potentially inhibits
the extratropical changes in response to volcanic eruptions.
Further research is needed to investigate the volcanic-forced
response of the polar vortex as well as its associated tridimensional teleconnections, using (i) ocean–atmosphere
coupled models with well-resolved stratospheric processes
but also (ii) large ensembles to correctly estimate the signalto-noise ratio. Combining the two is still a challenge today
because of limited computer resources. The use of more
realistic time–space structure and spectral dependency of
the volcanic forcing in models is also a pathway for progress.
These issues and obstacles will be tackled within VolMIP
(Zanchettin et al. 2016), a project in which the latest state-ofthe-art stratospheric aerosol datasets are provided for multimodel coordinated studies.
A second limitation may rely on the experimental setup
used here to assess the modulation of the Pinatubo-forced
response by the AMV. We chose the extreme phases of the
AMV from the piControl experiment to get two oceanic distinct initial conditions and we only perturbed the atmosphere
to generate our ensembles. This setup has been inspired by
Branstator and Teng (2010) who tackled issues related with
initial conditions when investigating decadal predictability.
At short lead-time, the AMV-forced signal might thus be
perturbed by anomalies that are present in the ocean initial
conditions of the ensembles outside the Atlantic, such as
ENSO. Indeed, in Fig. 10, we show that A-cold ensembles
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have been initialized during an El Niño, whereas neutral
ENSO conditions are used for A-Warm ensembles. Additionally, the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (Newman et al.
2016) is positive in A-Warm but neutral in A-cold conditions (not shown). We cannot rule out the fact that these
oceanic modes may have biased the estimation of the modulation by the AMV of the volcanic-forced signal. To firmly
conclude, additional experiments are needed using so-called
“macro” perturbation to generate the ensembles (Hawkins
et al. 2016). Such a protocol will be adopted in VolMIP
(Zanchettin et al. 2016).
Finally, the AMV phases in CNRM-CM5 could be interpreted as changes in mean background climate state considering the global nature of the related anomalies (Fig. 4).
If the listed limitations are not entirely prohibitive and the
volcanic-forced signals are truly stronger when the North
Atlantic is colder as documented here (Fig. 4a), the impact
of a future Pinatubo-type eruption on the NAO could be
lowered in the context of global warming and in particular
due to the rapid sea ice disappearance in the Arctic. Dedicated multi-model experiments to test the sensitivity of the
volcanic-forced response to the mean climate state will be
required though to confirm this hypothesis.
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